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Company: DP World Dubai

Location: Dubai

Category: architecture-and-engineering

The job posting is outdated and position may be filled Responsibilities:• Analyze the efficiency

of Traffic Contingency Scenarios and suggest improvements for better management in case

of emergencies• Study traffic flow on Inbound/Outbound Gates, Port Link Roads, JAFZA roads

and suggest improved flow of traffic through redesign• Identify and report to the Analyst –

TMS blind spots in CCC coverage and propose to improve range• Oversee the activities of

the Traffic Coordinator and the Traffic Surveillance Controllers• Coordinate in executing

delegation escort programs in a manner that Operations is not affected• Suggest changes

in gate restrictions based upon traffic movement at each facility• Ensure and supervise the use

and maintenance of traffic Contingency tools, equipment and gears• Communicate with

Traffic Controller, CCC, Terminal Security and PCFC Security in instance of accidents and

report to HOD as required• Monitor external link roads through available channels to smartly

plan internal flow of traffic• Study CCC reports on accidents, analyze areas of frequent traffic

congestions and propose improvement plans for traffic flow• Propose communication

programs targeting awareness of road users on alternatives and new routes in JAFZA ensuring

equal distribution of traffic• Coordinate with the Controllers and Coordinators – TM Support

to manage traffic in critical areas and rush hours• Assist in traffic diversions, placing control

measures, etc. around JAFZA Disclaimer: Drjobs.ae is only a platform that connects job

seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct their own independent research

into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always make certain that our clients do

not endorse any request for money payments, thus we advise against sharing any personal or

bank-related information with any third party. If you suspect fraud or malpractice, please
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contact us via contact us page. Our goal is to make hiring as easy as possible. We find the

right talent for every company, ensuring that each candidate finds a job they enjoy. Dr.Job

FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search solutions. If you are

looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your profile on our

website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives you the flexibility

you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different kinds of jobs,

whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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